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FIVE

BURNING BRIGHTLY: THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A STORY

 have been exploring the experiences of a number of con-
emporary storytellers, all quite self-aware of the processes
of composing and performing orally In this chapter I try to

explore this experience from the inside out, examining a story I have
been telling from the 1980s on. My adventures with this single story
have led me on interesting paths.

In one of the lesser-known Grimm tales a girl is warned by her par-
ents not to visit a witch who lives in a strange house in the center of
the forest; she disobeys them, seeks out the crone in the heart of dark-
ness, and is turned into a log for her efforts. This short tale, first read
while 1 was doing research for my doctoral dissertation, illustrates how
a single text is, in fact, a constantly emerging story. Tellers who com-
pose and recompose orally are aware of the interesting twists and
turns a story takes as they continue to tell it. From our experiences
with written literature we are accustomed to expect a single authorita-
tive text created by one named author. Oral tales, unless they are
scripted or recited by rote memory, are the result of countless variant
texts, not only by different authors (every teller is the author of their
story) but also the same text told and retold by the same teller, since
each performance is unique. Every wondertale that lives an oral life is
multi-textual. (The only exception in this book is Jenoff's "Snow
White: A Reflection," which was composed in writing; even this tale
has two variant texts—and always the possibility of an oral rebirth.) In
the process I describe here a single printed Grimm text becomes oral
and multi-textual.

One of my own pleasantly impossible tasks has been an exploration
of how and why stories come to life. Though I did not see it clearly at
the time, this task was part of my very first academic explorations of
folktale heroines, begun in the early 1970s and developed over the
next two decades (Stone 1975a, 1975b, 1980, 1985, 1988, 1993,
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1996, 1998). Initially I was interested in finding out how heroines
were portrayed in both traditional and popularized tales and how
these characterizations were received by contemporary readers and lis-
teners. While conducting interviews for my dissertation I discovered
that, generally speaking, girls and women remembered the fairytales
they had read as children, while boys and men generally did not—
though some would admit to having read many of the same stories.2

My interest in stories continued to grow over the next few years but
it began to take unexpected turns. 1 found it was not satisfying enough
to study folktales and to question others about them; I began to tell
them as well, first as part of my lectures where a summary of a tale was
merely an illustration of a point I made, then as a separate thing, as a
"performance" in which tales were told merely for the sake of telling
them. As I took part in professional storytelling events and observed
other tellers 1 was able to see firsthand over an extended time how
tellers, tales, and listeners interacted in the living process of verbal
artistry. Of course my curiosity was expressed in writing, because that
is how I learned to tell academic stories (Stone 1984, 1985a, 1985b,
1986, 1993b, 1994, 1996a). I was a "curious girl" indeed.

The words I offer here are my first attempt to express in print what I
have learned as a scholar of tales as well as a teller of tales. I describe
the evolution of one particular story, "Mistress Trudy" (AT 334, Grimm
number 43), from its beginning as the single text I read in 1973 to its
most recent telling as of the writing of this chapter.3 It may sound like
a simple task to report how "Mistress Trudy" became "The Curious
Girl," but it has been the most difficult writing I have yet done, since I
have had to be both the academic and the performer, both the curious
girl and the crone. As a folklorist I asked myself how and why the
story was learned and told and how it developed in the oral context.
As a storyteller I asked myself how the various performances shaped
the tale as it was told and retold to listeners, who consciously and
unconsciously influenced the evolution of the story.

Coming to terms with Mistress Trudy's adventures was a different
challenge from exploring her story in academic writing: her story
required me to unravel its patterns of significance from the inside out
instead of interpreting it from the outside in. Like the girl in my
retelling of the tale, I had to discover the unknown story 1 include
both texts in full, the Grimm tale as part of this chapter, and my oral
variant, developed over several years of performance, at the end of the
chapter. My difficult task was to describe how the first text evolved
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into the second; to discuss my explicit and implicit interpretations and
the influences of actual listeners; and finally, to examine the metaphor-
ic relationship of this story to the realities of life.

As I said earlier, I first met Mistress Trudy while reading traditional
tales as part of my dissertation research. 1 spent three years sitting on
small chairs in the children's sections of dozens of libraries in Canada
and the United States, reading though English translations of the most
popular folktale collections (the Grimms, Hans Christian Andersen,
and Andrew Lang). When I first met Mistress Trudy in my own copy
of the complete Grimm tales she did not offer pleasant company. 1 was
enraged. So much so that 1 threw my book across the room—some-
thing 1 have not done since 1 was a child. It split neatly in half. The
story inflamed me. I was too sympathetic with that overly curious and
disobedient girl who set out so boldly on her path into the woods, and
who was eventually overwhelmed and destroyed by the witch she
sought out. It was an ugly story, but it was part of what I was studying.
I picked the book up and put the two pieces back together, cited the
tale, put it into my dissertation statistics, and classified it according to
the neat four-part scheme I used for describing folktale heroines into
Persecuted, Tamed, Passive, or Heroic categories. After that 1 occasion-
ally used it as a negative example when I was conducting interviews,
but I did not find it useful in any other way I would never have judged
it suitable for oral performances once I began telling stories in the
1970s.

But Mistress Trudy did not wish to be forgotten. Her story returned
most unexpectedly, ten years after I had first read it, when I was trying
to resolve another story that I had been working on. I carefully reread
"Mistress Trudy" to see if I had missed something. To my surprise I
discovered one tiny ember that offered possibilities. Here is the text as
I found it in 1973 and reread it again ten years later, the whole story
told in two brief paragraphs.4

Mistress Trudy

Once upon a time there was a girl who was stubborn and inquisitive,
and whenever her parents told her to do something, she'd never obey
How could she get along well? One day she said to her parents, "I've
heard so much about Mistress Trudy; I'll call on her sometime. People
say that her house looks queer and that there are many strange things
in it. I've become quite curious." The parents strictly forbade her going
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there and said, "Mistress Trudy is a wicked woman, given to evil
things, and if you go there, we'll disown you."

The girl paid no attention, however, to her parents' orders and went
to Mistress Trudy's just the same. When she got there, Mistress Trudy
asked her, "Why are you so pale?" "Oh," she answered, shaking all
over, "I'm so frightened at what I've seen." "What have you seen?" "I
saw a black man on your stairs." "That was a charcoal burner." "Then I
saw a green man." "That was a huntsman." "Then I saw a blood-red
man." "That was a butcher." "Oh, Mistress Trudy, I shuddered; I
looked through the window and I didn't see you but I did see the devil
with his fiery head." "Is that so!" she said. "Then you saw the witch in
her proper garb. I've been waiting for you for a long time now and
have longed for you. Now you shall furnish me with light." Thereupon
she transformed the girl into a log and threw it in the fire, and when it
was all aglow, she sat down beside it and, warming herself at it, said,
"That really does give a bright light."

It is not surprising that this unpromising story did not become part
of my repertoire when I began to perform folktales in the mid-1970s.
However, a few years later, when I was playing around with a story of
my own that refused to resolve itself, "Mistress Trudy" returned unex-
pectedly to mind. I turned aside this intrusion but the story refused to
go away As stubborn as the curious girl, I resisted until curiosity
nudged me into rereading the Grimm text to see if there was some-
thing I had missed. I found nothing at first, but I decided to try
retelling it as close to the Grimm text as possible to free whatever had
caught my unwitting attention. Only after several tellings did I sense
something in the girl's transformation by fire that I had not noticed in
the first readings: She gave a bright light. More important, the story
did not explicitly say that the girl was destroyed. I also heard Mistress
Trudy's words with new ears: "I've been waiting for you for a long time
now and have longed for you." With these equivocal words the story
began to develop new configurations, and after five years of retelling it
transformed itself into something quite different from the cautionary
tale I first read. Once the story was on its new path it continued to
flow, with the theme of transformation, not destruction, as its central
motivation. Mistress Trudy lost none of her properly menacing cro-
nishness; she continued to be threatening as she was in the Grimm
text, but she was also willing to accept the girl's curiosity and persis-
tence instead of simply annihilating her for improper behavior.
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The story as I now told it began in the same way, with the girl's
curiosity and disobedience, the parental threat of abandonment. But as
she proceeds through the forest I allowed her to become frightened,
and to be guided by stubbornness to the strange little house. Here she
sees the blazing woman, is questioned by her, and is turned into a log
and thrown on the fire, with the exact words of the story as 1 read it.
And here everything changes. As the fire blazes up to warm the crone,
a shower of sparks flies out of the flames. The witch recognizes them,
catches them, and transforms them into a fiery red bird. She chal-
lenges the girl to find one story that has never been heard before; if she
fails she remains a bird forever. The girl, as bird, flies into the world
and learns stories for a year and a day, returns and tells them all to
Mistress Trudy—who of course has heard them all before. In despera-
tion she opens her mouth to protest, but most unexpectedly words
come out on their own and she begins to tell her own story This, of
course, is the story that has not been heard before.

On the surface of the text alone, the two stories seemed quite the
opposite in their resolution. "Mistress Trudy" was a stark cautionary
tale warning of the dangers of disobedience and curiosity for girls, but
"The Curious Girl" rewarded these same risks. In the end the two sto-
ries, mine and the Grimms', are entirely opposite. Not only does the
girl survive, she becomes empowered as well. How could these two
stories be related in meaning at all? I was still missing something.

I reread the story as I had first encountered it to check on the word-
ing and to see its relative situation in the Grimm collection. The
surrounding stories are similar and might have colored my initial read-
ing. "Mistress Trudy" is placed between "The Godfather" and
"Godfather Death." Their similarities were as fascinating; they were
almost variations on a theme. In all three tales the protagonists must
confront an overwhelming force that threatens their existence and in
the end destroys them in two of the stories, almost does so in the
other.

In the first story, "The Godfather," a father sets out to find a godfa-
ther for his child and meets a stranger who agrees, and who gives him
a bottle of magical water that cures death. The man later goes to visit
this godfather and on his arrival meets strange objects on the stairway
that tell him the way; he sees a shovel and broom having an argument,
a heap of severed fingers, a pile of skulls, and fish frying themselves in
a pan. When he reaches the top floor he peeks through a keyhole and
sees the godfather with horns on his head. The man boldly opens the
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door and goes inside, and the godfather hides himself. When asked
about the strange things he lies: the shovel and broom are kitchen boy
and maid, the fingers are roots, the skulls are cabbages. When the man
insists that he has seen the godfather through the keyhole the godfa-
ther yells, "Now that's just not true." The man leaps up and runs away
in fear.

This dissatisfying story seems to be a garbled variant of "Godfather
Death," which succeeds "Mistress Trudy." "The Godfather" lacks clear
motivation and certain resolution, while "Godfather Death" is strong
in each of these: a son is promised as a godchild to Death, who, when
the child has become a man, gives him water that cures any illness.
The godchild misuses the water twice, is warned but ignores the warn-
ings, and is eventually carried off by Death.

"Mistress Trudy," presents yet another variation on the theme of
supernatural relationships. The girl is not promised to anyone by her
parents—in fact they warn her against unholy alliances. She sets out in
direct disobedience, out of her own curiosity. She does not receive any
magical objects either, which is appropriate given her more tenuous
relationship: she's an intruder, not a godchild. However, she does see
three odd men and questions the witch about their identities, echoing
the experiences of the man in "The Godfather." In contrast to him, she
knows what she is doing and is definitely more adventurous: "1 think
I'll go and see her one of these days," she boldly tells her parents. The
man in "The Godfather" simply muddles through with no plans.
"Mistress Trudy" is also a much more formidable opponent than is the
silly godfather, who lies about the objects on the stairs and who yells at
the man, but allows him to escape. Mistress Trudy's answers are decep-
tively more gentle and patient than his—and her quarry does not get
away.

In the more forceful "Godfather Death" the deadly godfather, unlike
the crone, is initially a mentor who teaches his godchild how to cure
illnesses. This motif suggested to me new possibilities for the threaten-
ing figure in "Mistress Trudy." As cautionary tales, all three provide
negative examples of what happens when one challenges the mentor
before being ready to do so. The silly man in the first story gets away
because the godfather is even sillier. The other two are not so lucky;
they both meet death in the form of fire because of their arrogant dis-
obedience. She is turned into a log and thrown on the fire while he is
taken to a dark cave where he watches as the candle flame of his life is
extinguished.
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In this trio of stories all three of the characters are disobedient, but
the first is so incompetent he does not even know where he is going or
why, while the last one is calculating and ambitious. By contrast, the
girl is self-motivated but not ambitious, and she does not run away
Nor does she have her flame extinguished. Quite the opposite—the
fire blazes up.

What caught my unconscious attention was the fiery nature of this
girl. Unlike the two men, she single-mindedly seeks out her antagonist
against the advice of her cautious parents. She is disobedient, and she
is looking for trouble. As the story asks, "How could she get along
well?" In other words she deserves what she gets. But other folktale
heroines are also disobedient. Snow White cannot resist her witch
either, three times disobeying the dwarfs who warn her about
strangers. Nor does Sleeping Beauty evade the spindle from which her
parents try to protect her. Cinderella sneaks off to the ball three times
and returns home, where she lies cleverly to protect herself. It is not
difficult to find all sorts of heroines who are disobedient. I came to
understand that, in fact, disobedience was a key motivating factor in
most of the stories I could call to mind. True, in the case of male pro-
tagonists such disobedience was more often than not deliberate and
explicit, while for females it was often accidental and implied. Still,
disobedience alone did not seem to provide sufficient motive for anni-
hilation. I reasoned that it must be the girl's particular form of defiance
that dooms her in the Grimm text, since disobedience is so wide-
spread. She is, after all, stubbornly set on visiting "a wicked woman,
given to evil things."

The image of this "wicked woman" began to work on me. I remem-
bered that the "witch" in our neighborhood lived across the street from
the house I grew up in in Miami. She wore strange clothing, watered
her yard at sunrise every morning in her nightgown and bedroom slip-
pers, and cared more about plants and trees than people—or so I
thought as a child. Her yard, a double lot, was a small forest of trees—
orange, grapefruit and lemon, papaya and avocado, palm and pine.
My sister Janet and I were curious, but also afraid. We did not even
like to go to her door on Halloween. Once we sneaked into her "gar-
den" when she was away to see if there were any curious things there
but we escaped safely before she returned. I have since discovered that
most of my students have had at least one "witch" in their neighbor-
hood, often "odd" people who were misunderstood.5 This excited my
curiosity Witches were not like anyone else. They might even live in a
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house "that looks queer and with many strange things in it," as did the
woman across the street from me. Mistress Trudy was more than a
storybook figure, at least in the imagination. And of course in past
times countless women—and some men—died as a result of such
imagination.

One reason she exists, then, is to warn us that curiosity is just as
dangerous as our parents tried to tell us. If we take her warning as a
challenge we might learn something, but we must be prepared to pay
the consequences. Innocence is no excuse.

It is easy to be distracted by the negative "noise" about the dangers
of curiosity in "Mistress Trudy" and to read it as the cautionary tale it
was meant to be. What came through to me between the lines was
something else, though. Even when my conscious mind furiously
rejected the apparent destruction of the curious girl, something of her
determined inquisitiveness remained in my mind for several years.
The angry child in me recognized the girl in the story who did not
allow her parents to subdue her curiosity even though they threatened
her with abandonment. She was more honest, though. I did not usual-
ly disobey my parents outright, and was too timid to meet the
neighborhood "witch" in her own yard.

She, unlike me, did not sneak into the witch's domain unseen. She
arrived at Mistress Trudy's strange house in broad daylight after a har-
rowing night journey, pale and shaking but still able to open the door,
enter, and respond to the crone's questions. Mistress Trudy's ironic
words, "I've been waiting for you a long time now and have longed for
you," herald the girl's violent transformation by fire. She is told she
will burn brightly, and indeed she does. That caught my attention.

In fact, it was the girl's enchantment into a block of wood that
sparked my interest when I reread the tale. I was able to see her test by
fire as an elemental encounter, and once my mind was open to this
more positive possibility, the other elements began to present them-
selves as I began to reevaluate and reexperience the story. As the story
evolved through my oral tellings (all the time I was thinking about it I
was also trying to tell it) the curious girl passed through a number of
transformations. In early tellings I had her explicitly pass through all
four elements—through the fire as a log and then a shower of sparks,
through the air as a bird, through earth as a burrowing wild hare, and
through water as a fish. These metamorphoses compelled her to
sacrifice her self-centeredness, her uncontrolled curiosity, and in the
end gave her freedom and, in my mind, full independence. When she
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spoke the unknown story—her own—she connected herself with all
of the other stories she brought back to the demanding crone. The
crone remains a deliberately ambivalent figure, able to punish or
reward, to transform and to disenchant. One group of women who
heard the story suggested that the girl was obviously going to become
her apprentice, but that is another story.

In this new light, the Grimm tale seemed to me not so much dis-
agreeable as unfinished, open-ended. Skilled storytellers understand
the open-ended nature of traditional tales as well as folklorists do;
such flexibility keeps any individual story alive by giving the teller
enough room between the lines to convert old into new, and most
important, as we have seen with several tellers here, to find themselves
in the story

The conversion of the story did not happen all at once. Mistress
Trudy was not an easy woman to live with and 1 did not want to risk
her ire by mistelling her story 1 was very cautious when 1 related it
publicly for the first time, opening with the Grimm text word-for-
word (it was short enough for me to memorize easily) and then
re-forming the story into my version of "Curious Girl." My intention
was to emphasize the negative contrast of the two stories, one which I
viewed as "bad" and the other as "good." 1 continued to recount the
stories in this way to many different audiences, listening for their
responses. Gradually the story began to change.

It was, and still is, a surprise to me how these two seemingly oppo-
site tales started to grow toward each other, until they became two
sides of a coin rather than two separate coins. Eventually they united
into a single text, so that the beginning of "Curious Girl" echoed
"Mistress Trudy." 1 held to the Grimm words until the shower of sparks
flew from the flames and the fiery bird appeared.

Let me go back to my early adventures with this story and begin to
bring in the audience responses that helped me to reform it. What
continued to push the story into new growth was my own stubborn
curiosity. I wanted to know what happened to the girl after she was
thrown into the fire. How did she survive, and why? 1 knew there was
something about to happen next but I did not know what it would be.
Every time I told "The Curious Girl" I trusted that I would discover at
least one thing that I had not noticed before, and each discovery gave
its energy to the next telling. In this way the story grew on its own,
and it became easier and easier to tell as I became more willing to
enter through Mistress Trudy's door.
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As I said earlier, when I first began using the story in Winnipeg
schools the girl went through various transformations that represented
fire, air, water, and earth. This got to be very elaborate. After her fiery
rebirth she turned herself into a firebird and took to the air; and as she
tried to escape the witch she leapt into water and became a fish, and
finally she was a rabbit burrowing into warm earth. She was offered
her own shape back if she would emerge and tell a story that Mistress
Trudy had never heard. This challenge became the center of the story
for me and for many of my listeners, and gradually it gave me a clearer
focus that burned away extraneous material. Several audiences in par-
ticular have had a direct impact on the continued unfolding of the
story, which passed through its most vibrant transformations in the
late 1980s.

Here is the first. 1 spent a week in late September of 1987 in Quebec
City visiting Vivian Labrie and her nine-year-old daughter. One night
she invited the neighbors and their children over and we had a warm
candlelit evening where everyone told a story. Some told stories they
had read, some reported stories they had experienced directly, and 1
told "The Curious Girl." Later as we put the daughter to bed she asked
for the story again. When I had finished she looked at me thoughtfully
and said, "Why does that girl have to turn into all those animals?" As I
pondered her question, it became clear that the transformations into
the four elements were indeed becoming increasingly unwieldy and
unnecessary. It seemed to me that 1 was becoming too literal: "Now get
all four of those elements in there or this won't work," I thought. It
was starting to feel a bit slapstick, as Susan Gordon commented earlier
on her own telling of the murder scene in "The Juniper Tree."

So I stopped telling "Curious Girl" for a while and let my mental
bird fly to a new place and learn fresh stories. For several weeks I pon-
dered the nine-year-old's question, which I rephrased: "Why do you
[adults] make your lives so complicated?" Eventually, I came to under-
stand that the elements of the girl's transformation did not all have to
be expressed explicitly. I began to tell the story again and to try out
other connections, until only the fiery sparks and the firebird
remained explicit. Air, of course, was her element now; the power of
water was implied when she stepped over the stream to enter the for-
est and everything around her suddenly seemed a bit different; earth
manifested itself in the trembling that preceded the coming of the
three riders. The story had begun to simplify itself, to become more
lucid and transparent.
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The second experience came in the spring of 1988.1 was participat-
ing in a week-long workshop in Windsor, Ontario, and was asked to
tell a story for an audience of adults at a folk music concert.61 stood
in front of some fifty strangers in a church basement where they
had spent the last hour and a half listening to people sing and play
folk music. They were scattered casually about on folding metal chairs
that clanked when shifted. 1 chose to tell them "The Curious Girl"
because the story was brief (I did not trust myself to hold their atten-
tion for long). Also, it was ready to go again, primed for further
transformation. As 1 aimed the words at that particular group of listen-
ers that night a few new phrases came into the story, but the most
memorable change came at the end, when they began to applaud
spontaneously before 1 had spoken Mistress Trudy's final words in
which she acknowledges the unknown story and frees the bird. They
responded at the point when the curious girl says the first words of her
own story, which repeat the opening lines of the text. 1 was surprised
and a bit concerned, wondering if they were anxious to get me off
stage. Perhaps this audience was more attuned to poetry having lis-
tened to an hour of folksongs, and found a circular conclusion
satisfying—the end is the beginning. 1 could appreciate the open-
ended potential of such a conclusion and its powerful circular
movement. I sometimes end the story here if 1 am telling it to adults,
bringing readers/hearers more directly into the act of creation by leav-
ing the full resolution in their hands.7 The creative ambivalence
matches that of the Grimm tale, leaving room for further re-creation.
Recreation is play, and playing can be wonderfully serious and serious-
ly imaginative.

In the fall of 1988 the story took another turn when 1 told it as part
of an American Folklore Society panel, "Women and Power." My func-
tion on the panel was to provide a direct example of what we had all
been talking about, and "The Curious Girl" seemed an ideal choice
since both the girl and the crone were powerful women. Five of us sat
a the table in the front of the room offering our varied presentations on
women in life and in literature to an attentive audience composed
largely of women. They were alert and ready. Since I was the last
speaker, the discussion that followed our panel began with responses
to the story. Many centered their remarks on the girl's belated recogni-
tion of the power of her own life history, a topic that was related to the
contributions of other panel members as well. Participants also
acknowledged that telling one's own tale is only the beginning, that
true freedom comes when one's own stories connect with those from
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others. They also suggested that anyone who fails to go beyond ego-
identity would remain in service to the inner crone instead of growing
into equality with her. Jung would have called the result of this growth
individuation.

The contributions of this audience deepened my own perception of
the story instead of effecting more explicit changes. For example, we
talked about the story as an academic metaphor; academics have been
trained to look into the window and describe what is objectively
observed—we say what we see, a woman in flames, and if we are
lucky we are corrected to look again and see what is there in essence—
"the witch in her proper garb." These listeners suggested that often our
academic vision is as limited as that of the curious girl: what is seen
through the window is only one aspect of what is there potentially and
actually—in this case a woman who is surrounded by flames but not
consumed by them. This image strengthened itself in my mind as a
result of telling the tale to this particular audience.

Later that year in Winnipeg "The Curious Girl" took another turn,
when it was told back to me by a ten-year-old boy at a gathering of
Winnipeg storytellers. A dozen of us were sitting around in a casual
circle listening and telling tales. A few of the adults occasionally
brought older children. This boy had heard "The Curious Girl" told
once by me and another time by his mother. At this time in the story's
life history the girl was given her own shape back before she went off to
learn the stories of the world, which (1 had not noticed) weakened her
motivation to return. When the boy came to that point in the story
two things happened: it was the witch and not the girl herself who
brought about the transformation into a bird, and he had her retain
the bird shape as she learned her stories, transforming her only when
she returned and succeeded in telling her final story. These simple
changes were much more powerful in motivation, and so spontaneous
that both he and his mother were certain 1 had told it that way. 1 had
not. My initial response was to correct them, but then I saw that this
was an effective change.

The Toronto storytelling festival of 1989 offered another venue for
the continuing emergence of "The Curious Girl." At this time I was
performing with Rubena Sinha, a classically trained professional
dancer from India. Because of the archetypal nature of folktales we
found it viable and inspiring to work together, with me telling a story
and Rubena dancing it, using the classical movements and gestures of
her traditional training to the words of European folktales. We had
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performed "Curious Girl" several times in Winnipeg, but in Toronto,
in front of a large audience of adults sophisticated in storytelling, the
simple tale expanded almost to mythological proportions in our own
experience of the performance. Mistress Trudy was no earthly witch
but a dark goddess with the power to transform the world and the girl
became an initiate, however unwilling, in a rite of transformation. This
intensification of the story did not change our "text," but it changed
our heightened sense of it, in the context of its being told and danced
in the presence of an unusually receptive audience, many of whom
were experienced tellers. Listeners who had heard the story that night
might not have noticed anything different about the story but Rubena
and I certainly did. It was never a simple folktale again after that expe-
rience.

"The Curious Girl" also benefited from the suggestions of those who
read this chapter as it developed. The suggestions of Susan Gordon
and Jo Radner were particularly helpful in clarifying how the Grimm
text and my variant continued to be intimately and necessarily con-
nected. I carefully reread Jo's commentary on decoding women's texts
(Radner and Lanser, 1987). As I discovered from this reading, decod-
ing as they defined it did not apply to "Mistress Trudy" because it was
a male-translated text of a male-collected tale based on a male-written
poem. Still, it was useful to review my own conscious and uncon-
scious retellings in light of decoding feminist messages. Jo also
stressed the importance of the girl's telling of her own story:

Tellers can go all over the world learning other people's stories
and they can tell them well; but the story they need to tell (to
themselves at least, if not the public) is the only one they have:
their own. That is the base from which we really learn to under-
stand the languages/lives of other creatures; the way we save our
lives from the strangers who would consume us for their own
purposes (letter, 1988).

I was also inspired by Susan Gordon's struggles to tell "The
Handless Maiden" as a story of empowerment rather than of victimiza-
tion and rescue. Susan's challenge was even greater than mine because
she retold the Grimm tale as she had read it, making no substantial
changes but subtly suggesting other possibility through slight alterna-
tions in phrasing and imagery. One small change she
made—borrowing from a Russian tale the theme of the mother gaining
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her own hands back when rescuing her drowning child—motivated
me to borrow an incident as well. I found the horsemen from the
Russian tale "Vasilisa the Beautiful" more compelling than the three
bland figures Mistress Trudy identifies as "My woodsman, my charcoal
burner, and my butcher;" for several years Baba Yaga's dramatic rid-
ers—Dark Night, Red Sun, and Bright Day—galloped through "The
Curious Girl" (the Russian tale appears in Afanasyev 1973:439-447).8

The story also evolved in response to my own ripening perspectives
as 1 aged and—at times—matured. As the mother of two curious chil-
dren I understood that mothers have every reason to fear for their
adventurous offspring, and even to threaten them with all sorts of
frightening things out of love, however misguided. Parental anxiety
has not lessened much even though my children are now mature
adults. The world remains a place where unexpected things happen. I
have learned, too, that one cannot be a mother without also being a
witch at times. The mother's warning and the crone's challenging of
the girl contribute to her unexpected transformations. This was latent
to me in the Grimm cautionary tale and came into full life in the retold
one. The "good" natural mother and "bad" witch-mother become one,
both protecting and testing the girl who wants to find out about the
world outside the protective walls of her home.

It is easier to accept the dualistic perceptions of wondertales, to sort
characters and situations into positive and negative, good and bad,
white and black. In this interpretation Mistress Trudy is truly "a
wicked woman, given to evil things" and the girl is tragically disobedi-
ent, and justly punished. As I said earlier, when I first began to tell the
story 1 split it into "good" and "bad" versions with the intention of con-
trasting the two. As my own perceptions moved away from dualism,
however, I found I no longer needed to split the stories. They became
one as I came to accept the girl's treatment in both versions as chal-
lenge rather than as punishment, as transformation rather than as
defeat. In this way the girl's path to her enlightenment burns brightly
before her. Even in the Grimm tale, the potential for transformation is
implicit.

"Mistress Trudy" is more than a cautionary tale. This wisdom came
to me from telling the tale rather than thinking about it, from listening
to what others had to say rather than struggling through intellectual
analysis. I am not suggesting that analysis is not useful, but thinking
by itself did not solve the mystery of the woman in flames who throws
the girl into the fire. I had to experience them both much more direct-
ly to feel the fire and understand its alchemical potential. This story
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more than any other I have told has taught me to risk losing my shape
(in this case my shape as an academic) to find out what is beyond the
fire.

While writing and rewriting this chapter over the past few years 1
sensed an unspoken, continuing dialogue between the curious girl and
the crone as they related their stories to one another. Because it was a
dialogue rather than two monologues, the story of this story felt as if it
was growing spontaneously, that it had a life of its own beyond my
deliberate revisions. Relevant parts of my personal story entered con-
sciously and unconsciously, presenting themselves in ways that were
objectively illuminating, not just subjectively self-indulgent; this was a
very fine tightrope to walk while trying to describe the experience of
storytelling from the inside out.

Telling the story was one thing, writing about it quite another. 1
understand the power of telling stories all too well, which has made
me uncomfortable with putting them down in print for an unknown
audience. I sit here at my modern computer imagining the curious girl
typing out all the stories she had learned and preparing to send them
off to Mistress Trudy in the morning mail. If she had done that, mailed
them off instead of telling them, that girl might still be a bird to this
very day That is a sobering thought.

My attempt to set down this story's story in print compelled me to
look at the tale from very different angles and to sketch the different
shapes it took as it moved along. In doing so I became more aware of
the essences of character and action and motivation: the dynamic
union of negative and positive forces that bring about metamorphoses;
the dangers and the ecstasies of deep curiosity; the punishments and
rewards of freedom-seeking; the absolute necessity of listening to the
stories of others as well the necessity of telling our own as part of the
ocean of stories.

Most of all this exploration of a single story gave me a highly con-
scious experience with the multi-textual (and multi-textural) nature of
told tales, always shifting in response to the ever unique contexts in
which they thrive. But what does this matter in terms of what I have
tried to show in this book, whose title was inspired by the transforma-
tive fire? It has made me wonder about how oral tales are learned and
developed and passed on. I know that others are telling this trans-
formed variant of the cruel Grimm text because I have occasionally
been asked for formal permission. It is meant to be retold.

In general terms my experience stands as a model, however limited,
for the tellers we have met here and for hundreds of other participants
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in organized storytelling. While learning the story I imitated my
"teacher," in this case a book rather than another teller; as I continued
to tell it the story began to take on its own life and moved away from
the text as 1 learned it; it had a rapid period of growth and elaboration
midway through its existence and then began a slow process of sim-
plification, during which unnecessary elements dropped away. And all
along, the story, and those who responded to it, continued to trans-
form itself.

From the outside in with other tellers, and from the inside out with
myself, I have been able to explore and to experience how the oral
process continually circles, spirals and spreads, like ripples from a
pebble dropped into a quiet pond. The ripples reach the shore and
begin to move back to the center again, overlapping, interweaving,
like the sound waves of the human voice speaking a story.
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THE CURIOUS GIRL

(Kay Stone, 1996)

It was difficult for me to decide how to put my own story down in print I
had a hybrid version of "Curious Girl" that was adapted into print from my
oral telling (Yashinsky 1994), but it seemed unfair to simply reprint this "lit-
erary" telling. I had taped story texts for the other tellers included here,
except for Bob Barton who sent a typed story and Joe Neil MacNeil whose
transcribed text was printed in Tales Until Dawn (MacNeil 1987). To keep
my text comparable I chose to transcribe my oral version from a tape made
by Earthstory, the performing trio I have worked with for several years.91
have included the book version in Appendix II in order to show how oral and
written compositions are different in texture; spoken texts do not have the
same requirements for description and development as do written stories,
and tend to be less elaborate. This transcribed text is noticeably shorter.

NCE there was a girl who was curious and stubborn, and
always disobedient to her parents. When they told her to do
one thing, she'd do another. Now one day, she said to them,

"I've heard that there's an old woman named Frau Trude who lives in
the dark heart of the forest, and 1 want to see if that's true." They said
to her, "We forbid you to do that. Frau Trude is an evil woman, and if
you visit her you'll be our child no longer." But she didn't listen to
them. Early one morning, without saying a word, she slipped out and
set off for the forest.

When she began to walk in that forest, at first it was bright and the
birds were singing, but as she went further in the forest became very
silent, and much darker. But she kept on. She kept on until she felt the
earth begin to tremble beneath her feet. She turned, and saw behind
her a dark horse and a dark rider, and they came galloping towards
her, and when they passed darkness fell all around her. She was fright-
ened, but she was stubborn, so she went on. She could feel the path
beneath her feet. She went on until she felt the earth begin to tremble
again, and this time when she turned she saw a glowing red horse and
red rider, and when they galloped past the sky above her turned blood
red. But she went on. She went on until the earth began to tremble
again, and this time she saw a flashing white horse and a white rider,
and when they passed bright day fell all around her, and she saw that
she was in a clearing.
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She saw a very strange house there. It was Frau Trade's house. It
had a fence made of human bones, and at the gate-posts of that fence
there were human skulls with glowing red eyes. When she passed
through the gate the skulls turned and watched her. In front of Frau
Trude's door there was a tree with blood red leaves; no birds sang in
that tree. Now she was frightened, but it was too late to turn back, so
she went to the window of that house and she looked inside, expect-
ing to see Frau Trude. But instead she saw the form of a woman all in
flames—and she heard her own named called. She went to the door as
if she were in a trance and she pushed it open very slowly, afraid of
what she would see inside. But when she stepped in, she saw a very
ordinary old woman. It was Frau Trude.

"Welcome my dear, I've been waiting for you. But tell me, why do
you look so frightened?"

"Oh, it's because I've seen such strange things!"
"Have you? And what have you seen?"
"Oh! First I saw a dark horse and a dark rider, and then I saw a red

horse and red rider, and then a white horse and a white rider!"
"Did you? Well then, you have seen my Dark Night, and my Red

Morning, and my Bright Day Tell me, what else did you see?"
"Oh, Frau Trude, when I looked in your window I didn't see you at

all. I saw the figure of a woman all in flames!"
"Did you now. Ah! Then you have seen the witch in her true form.

And now you will burn brightly for me."
Frau Trude said three strange words, and she turned that girl into a

log. She picked that log up and threw it onto her fire. And when the
fire blazed up she pulled her chair closer to warm herself, and she
said, "Look, indeed she does burn brightly!"

But as she said those words a shower of sparks flew out of that fire.
Frau Trude caught them quickly, and she turned those sparks into a
fiery red bird, red like the rising sun, with a beak as dark as thunder
and eyes flashing like summer lightening.

"Now ... You will be my servant forever ... unless ... you can tell me
one story that I've never heard before, a story that has no end."

"But how can I do that!" said the girl who was now a bird. "You
know many more stories than I do."

"Ah yes, that's true. So I'll give you a year and a day to learn as many
as you like. Surely you'll find one that I haven't heard, one with no
end."

Frau Trude carried that bird outside and she let it fly free.
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Now, that girl who was a bird flew everywhere, and she learned sto-
ries from all living things, and at the end of a year and a day she flew
back, back to that tree with the blood red leaves. And she began to
sing. Frau Trude came out and she said, "Ah, I've been waiting for you.
Tell me a story"

So the girl who was a bird began, and she told every story she had
learned from all of creation, from green growing things, from creatures
that crawled and flew and swam and leapt, and they were all wonder-
ful. Frau Trude listened carefully, and when the last story was told she
said, "Excellent, excellent! But I heard every one of those stories before
you were even born. 1 hope you have another."

But she didn't. She opened her mouth to say "No!" But a story
began to come out on its own. It sounded familiar:

"Once there was a girl who was curious, and stubborn, and always
disobedience to her parents . . . " Indeed that was the story that had
never been heard, and, as far as I know, it is still a story with no end.
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Notes

1 An earlier version of this chapter appeared as "Burning Brightly: New Light

on an Old Tale," in Feminist Messages (Radner 1993:289-305), and is used
here with the permission of the University of Illinois Press.

2 Most of those I talked to were female, since it was difficult to find males

who were willing to discuss "fairy tales" at all. Interview transcripts are in
Appendix X of my dissertation (Stone 1975a:261-385).

3 AT 334 is the classification for the tale type called "Household of the
Witch" in Antti Aarne and Stith Thompson (1973), while Grimm number
43 identifies this as the 43rd story in the full Grimm collection of 210 tales.

4 I first read "Frau Trude" ("Mistress Trudy," "Dame Trudy," or "Mother
Trudy" in other translations) in The Grimms' German Folk Tales trans.
Francis P. Magoun, Jr., and Alexander H. Krappe (Carbondale: Southern

Illinois University Press, 1960), 157; the text is reprinted here by permis-

sion of Southern Illinois University Press. I now prefer the more flowing
words of two translations that appeared after my dissertation was complet-

ed (Manheim 1977:151-52; Zipes 1988:173-74).

5 I have questioned students for several years and found that almost every
one had had an eccentric person, usually but not always female, who as

children they called a witch—sometimes even playing pranks on these peo-
ple. One of my students described how she went back to interview children
on the block where she had grown up. As she listened to their accounts she
realized that their witch was her own mother.

6 This performance was for the Old Sandwich Song Circle in Windsor on
May 28, 1988.

7 This inconclusive finale was less effective in writing. It was also problemat-
ic for younger children, who needed to have a more clearly marked ending.
I now alternate between including and omitting the final words that identi-

fy the story as the one that frees her. In the variant I wrote for Jo Radner, for

example, I did not include the last lines because Jo thought they were not

necessary (Radner 1993). I was still uncomfortable with this open-ended-
ness in print, and put them back into both texts included here.

8 I have retained these horsemen in both texts, one transcribed from my

taped telling and the other in a more literary version, included here for

comparison in Appendix II; as I continue to tell the story today it has

returned to the more simple form, with Mistress Trudy's three strange men.

9 "North From Centre: Tales by Earthstory." Produced by Earthstory (Jane

Cahill, Kay Stone and Mary Louise Chown), Winnipeg, Canada, 1996.
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APPENDIX II

"The Curious Girl" in Print

This is slightly altered from the text that appears in Next Teller (Yashinsky
1994:8-14), and is reprinted here with the permission of Ragweed Press. It is
longer and more elaborate than the oral text in "Burning Brightly," with
more attention to details of description and motivation, largely at the sugges-
tion of the editors who thought a more "literary" tale would read better. I
include it here to show the contrast between oral and written composition.

O 
NCE there was a girl who was stubborn and curious, and
always disobedient to her parents. Whenever they told her to
do one thing she'd do another. Now how could a girl like that

not get into trouble? And she did.
One day she said to her parents, "I think I'll visit Frau Trude one

day. They say she lives in an interesting house full of strange things,
and I'm ever so curious to see her."

Her parents protested. They said, "Frau Trude is a godless woman
who does evil things, and if you go there you will be our child no
longer!"

But she did not listen.
Without telling her parents, she set off through the woods one day.

Soon she crossed a small stream, and when she stepped onto the other
shore the woods around her seemed darker and more dismal. As she
walked along she felt a trembling beneath her feet, a sound like rolling
thunder coming from behind her. She turned to look—and saw a huge
dark rider on a dark horse who came roaring toward her.

She leapt aside as horse and rider galloped by
When they had passed, deep darkness fell all around her and she

could no longer see her way. But she continued on, feeling the path
beneath her feet.

After some time the earth again began to tremble and shake beneath
her feet; she heard a raging sound behind her and turned to see an
enormous rider on a horse that burned red like the rising sun. As they
came speeding toward her she leapt aside and they raced on by her.
After they had passed, the sky above the dark trees became blood red.

Now she was frightened, but she continued on her way.
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After some time she heard a deafening sound behind her and
turned again, this time to see a brilliant white rider on a white horse
flashing toward her. She threw herself out of their path. When they
had passed by, bright day glowed all around her and she found herself
in a clearing at the very heart of the dark forest.

And there indeed was a strange house, just as she had heard. It was
small and plain, but it had a feeling of oddness about it that made her
uneasy. She saw that the house was surrounded by a fence made of
human bones. In front of the house was a small tree with leaves the
color of blood. The curious girl was terrified, but she was also deter-
mined. She crept up to the house, looked in the window, and was
astounded to see the figure of a woman, all in flames but not con-
sumed.

She heard her name called. She was commanded to enter. As if in a
trance she stepped around to the door, pushed it slowly inward,
stepped inside. What she saw there was an ordinary old woman sitting
in a chair with the legs of a strange animal. This was Frau Trude
indeed, looking at her with piercing eyes.

The old woman spoke politely to the curious girl; "My dear, why
are you so pale and shaking?"

"Because I've seen such strange things!" she answered breathlessly.
"Oh? What have you seen?"
"As I was walking I saw a huge dark rider on a dark horse."
"That was only my Dark Night."
"Then I saw an enormous red rider on a red horse."
"Yes, that was my Red Morning."
"But then there was a white rider on a white horse, flashing like

lightening."
"Indeed, that was my Bright Day. And what else did you see, my

dear?"
"Oh, then I looked in your window, Frau Trude, but I didn't see you

at all—I saw a woman all in flames."
"Did you now! Then you have seen the witch in her true form. I

have been waiting for you and longing for you for some time now. You
will burn brightly for me."

And so saying, Frau Trude turned the girl into a log and threw the
log on her fire. As the fire blazed up she sat down next to it to warm
herself and said, "Indeed, it does burn brightly."

Suddenly a shower of sparks flew out of the fire and into the air.
Frau Trude sprang up, changed the sparks into a fiery bird with feath-
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ers like the rising sun, a beak as black as night, eyes that flashed like
summer lightening. She caught that bird and held it firmly.

"Clever girl! But you'll never get away from me! You will remain a
bird forever and my servant for all eternity—unless you can fulfill my
bargain: if you can tell me one story that I've never heard before, a
story that has no ending, I'll let you go. If you cannot, you will be in
my power forever."

"That's not fair," replied the girl who was now a bird. "You know
many more stories than I do."

"That is true," said the old woman. "So I'll give you all the time you
need to learn more. Go anywhere you like. Return to me when you're
ready I will be waiting for you. And remember, if you fail you'll be
mine forever." She carried the bird outside, lifted her hand high, and
released it into the air. The bird flew up—a red flash disappearing into
the dark woods.

As she flew, the girl thought of all the languages she could speak in
her new shape, knowing that the birds understand the speech of all
living things, even the stones on the path (for some stones are alive).
And so she began her long wandering in the world, flying everywhere,
learning stories from all she met.

She went to the east where the sun rises and to the west where it
sets; to the white north and to the green south; to the mountains and
the seas, the forests and the barren lands. She heard the trees and all
other growing things, even the tiniest flowers; she listened to the birds
and all others who could fly, and to all creatures who could creep,
walk, run, leap, or swim. She wandered through farms and villages,
towns and cities, learning stories from everyone who lived there,
young and old alike. Nor did she forget the stones on the path.

Much time passed as she wandered in the form of the fiery bird. At
times she was so enraptured by the stories that she almost forgot Frau
Trude, at other times the stories themselves reminded her that she was
not quite herself. And so she listened and she learned. One day, at last,
she returned to the strange house in the forest. She saw from above the
circle made by the fence of bones, and she saw also the blood-red tree
growing near the house.

On that day Frau Trude heard a strange song. She went out to see
and found the fiery bird singing from the tree.

"Ah, it's you," she said. "I've been waiting. Have you brought me a
story?"

"I have all the stories in the world to tell you."
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"Good," Frau Trude answered. "I haven't heard a fine tale for a long
time. Begin."

The curious girl began to tell Frau Trude all the stories she'd
learned from all of creation. Some were short and some long, some
were plain and others fancy, some comic and others tragic, but they all
carried truth in them.

When she finished, Frau Trude gazed at her intently and said slow-
ly and carefully, "Ah yes, excellent stories, and well told too ... But I
knew every one of them long before you were born!"

The girl who was a bird was speechless. She had no more stories.
None at all. But when she opened her mouth to cry out, words came
out on their own, first one at a time and then running together like a
small river:

"Once there was a girl who was stubborn and curious, and always
disobedient to her parents. Whenever they told her to do one thing
she'd do another ..."

"Ah yes," said Frau Trude.
That was indeed the story that had not been heard, the story that

had no end.
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